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FOREWORD 

The Information Technology Task of IIASA's former Management and Technology 
Area carried out a couple of videotex related studies in 1981 and 1982. This report was 
written within the above framework in 1982, at which time videotex development seemed 
to be moving in two extreme directions, into solely inhouse and solely public videotex 
systems . In this report the authors try to analyze the relation between the two types of 
systems and show that these systems are not and should not be independent of each other , 
and that they should complement each other rather than compete . The time since the 
writing of this report has proved that the outlined concept was correct ; nowadays more 
and more systems are appearing on the market with the suggested capabilities. 
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0. Introduction 

Inhouse videotex systems are gainjng more and 
more attention. Although the original concepts of 
videotex was defined by the British Post Office 
Research Center and Sam Fedida in 1972 a as 
public service, during the las t few years the use of 
inhouse videotex has been growing faster than that 
of public systems. It was believed durjng the early 
days of videotex public service in 1979 in the UK 
that public videotex services, such as the British 
Post Office's own Prestel would serve both busi
ness and private needs at the same time. Although 
it was believed that both types of usage would take 
off right at the beginning of the service, it was 
expected that initially the pace of growth in the 
business sector would outweigh that of the home 
sector. This expectation has not only been fulfilled 
in the UK, but also the present weight of business 
users suggests that the role of the home user might 
have been overestimated as a whole. Where are the 
interests of the business user sector in the present 
videotex services? There is first of all a need for 
useful information offered by other business infor
mation providers, such as stock exchange informa
tion for stock and commodity brokers, weather 
information for farmers , exchange rate informa
tion for foreign trade companies, etc., only to 
name a few. 

There is also a second category of business 
users' needs, which brought about the creation of 
so-called Closed User Groups (CUGs) in present 
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videotex services. Members of CUGs have the 
right to access a set of information frames that 
other users of the system have not. In this manner 
business users can get information not only from 
publicly available frames such as weather or ex
change rates, but also information that is the 
proprietary right of the CUG they belong to. The 
concept of the CUG, however, brought a new idea 
along. Organizations and business groups that 
could not afford to buy and operate their own 
information systems, or where the rudimentary 
methods offered by videotex are perfectly ade
quate, were to create CUGs for themselves. Very 
often they were not really interested in the infor
mation offered by other information providers, 
they basically wanted to rent "raw" videotex re
sources and services from the videotex service op
era tors. From this scenario a "jump" to inhouse 
videotex systems is not surprising. When economy 
of scale is demanding, it is cheaper in the long run 
to build up one's own inhouse videotex system 
than to rent it run from the P1T. 
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computer 
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provider 
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Fig. I. Star-Shaped (Public or Inhouse) Videotex Network. 

However, the distinctiop. between inhouse -
often also called private - and public systems is 
not so clear. The aim of this paper is to analyze 
the relation between inhouse and public videotex 
systems and show that these systems are not inde
pendent of each other and that they can and 
should complement each other rather than com
plete. 

1. Aspects and Uses of Videotex Networks 

In order to understand the relation between 
inhouse and public videotex systems, we have to 
give first a short overview of some typical videotex 
networking philosophy. 

1.1. Star-shaped Videotex Networks 

The simplest form of a videotex network is 
actually the Star-shaped Videotex Network (Fig
ure I). In this manner the videotex service center is 
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I & combination 
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nothing more than a time-sharing computer-center 
dedicated to videotex applications, such as rudi
mentary information retrieval and transaction 
handling. Access to the network both by users and 
information providers is provided usually through 
public switched telephone networks, and in some 
cases through leased lines or data networks. Usu
ally, when the videotex service is small - as is the 
case in most countries presently conducting 
videotex experiments or field trials - the starshaped 
network approach is adopted. In Austria, for ex
ample, at present there is only one videotex service 
computer, which is located in Vienna; all access by 
users and information providers is made through 
conventional telephone lines. In order to make 
connections affordable and economically justifia
ble from all parts of Austria the Austrian PTT 
adopted the policy of charging only local charges 

e.g. : Frankfurt 
Stuttgart 
Mi.inchen 

for any connection made to the videotex center 
regardless of the distance of the videotex user or 
information provider from the center. It is rather 
clear that this decision is more politically than 
economically based, and is only a temporary one, 
anticipating that in 1984 a nationwide videotex 
network and service will become available, where 
the present star-shaped videotex network will be 
superseded by a real videotex network comprising 
regional videotex centers that will collect and han
dle all local and regional communication between 
the videotex network and its users. 

From the very beginning it was rather clear for 
the PTTs that starshaped videotex networks are 
only the start for such a service. As long as 200- 300 
users are connected to the system, where the 
frequency of access by users is relatively nicely 
distributed and amounts to a few hours per month, 
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Fig. 2. IBM Concept for the National Videotex Network in the FRG. 
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not too many disturbances in the service are ex
pected. After some service experience in several 
field trials one can say that the PTis were right in 
their assumption: slow response time in providing 
service occurs relatively seldom. Nonetheless, most 
experts agreed that if for some reason all or many 
users made an attempt to access the system simul
taneously, it would probably collapse. In a 
countrywide system where this is certainly un
acceptable it can be avoided by means of parallel 
processing and even distribution of service loads. 
It was also quite clear, that in order to achieve 
countrywide coverage of the videotex service, 
nationwide videotex networks have to be built and 
operated. In most countries these networks are or 
will be implemented in close relation with the 
national data networks. In more technical terms: 
in videotex networking - if we take the important 
concept of "Open Systems Interconnection" (OSI), 
which has been developed by ISO - the lower level 
protocol functions (physical , link, and network 
layers) will be taken over and performed by the 
national data networks, such as DA TEX-P in 
Austra or West Germany, and the higher lever 
protocol functions (transport, session, presenta
tion , and application layers) by the national 
videotex centers, third party computers, users' and 
information providers' terminals etc. 

These "real" videotex networks with multiple 
videotex service centers, third party computers, 
and data communication subnetworks will be de
scribed at some length in the next chapter. 

The functioning of CUGs on the star-shaped 
videotex networks mentioned earlier is very similar 
to that of simple time-sharing computer systems: 
under a given user group identification, many 
individual users using different account numbers 
and passwords may work and have access to a 
common set of data files. In this sense - for 
certain applications - it is evident that the CUG 
facility of present starlike videotex "networks" can 
take over the role of sharing a computer for some 
groups and companies. And in many cases this is 
exactly what is happening. In principle, it is possi
ble to buy an inhouse videotex system and to rent 
its services mainly in CUG format to other groups, 
companies, etc. Basically, we believe no PTT or 
other government agency can and should have the 
right to do anything about it. As a further step, the 
operator of such an inhouse videotex could also 
create his own pages and make them accessible to 

all users. This kind of service would also be per
fectly in line with what any time sharing computer 
service company could do and what many already 
actually do. By analogy with private time sharing 
services one could well imagine the emergence of 
private videotex services. Nonetheless, some PTTs 
in Europe are afraid that through the above ap
proach private videotex service operators could 
offer exactly the same services as public videotex. 
We on the other hand believe that monopoly mea
sures should not be taken, especially in a new field 
such as videotex. With regard to data communica
tion services it should be clearly understood that 
public videotex represents "value added services" 
because it provides services up to the highest, i.e. , 
application oriented level. This step in the history 
of PTT services is a move to a field where PTTs 
previously did not have monopolies. Because of 
the emergence of computational and telecommuni
cation services this step is certainly legitimate, but 
it should hot happen at the expense of the com
puter service industry. We feel it is essential , and 
this is one of the claims of this paper, that the 
carrier's public services such as videotex should 
live in "peaceful coexistence" with other not pub
lic - so-called inhouse - computing and informa
tion services. 

1.2. Distributed Video/ex Networks 

As soon as videotex networks start to grow, 
both in their geographical coverage and number of 
users and services, it becomes clear that the star
shaped videotex network concept is far from 
satisfactory and has to be upgraded to a real , 
distributed videotex network. 

As an example of such a distributed videotex 
network we present the IBM network concept for 
a public videotex service to be implemented in the 
Federal Republic of Germany, starting in 1984. 

This "hierarchical" IBM concept, built upon 
regional videotex centers linked to a central 
videotex control and data center, is shown in Fig. 
2 [12]. 

The IBM concept is based on three geographi
cally distributed hierarchical levels. The central 
control and data center - the third level - will be 
installed in Ulm in South Germany. Both users 
and information providers, however, may only di
rectly communicate (interactively) with their own 
regional videotex center - first and second level -
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Fig. 3. Structure of a Regional Videotex Center. 

via public switched telephone lines or the national 
DATEX-L (circuit switched) data network. The 
first level in the hierarchy of computers in the 
videotex network contains the so-called videotex 
user service computers attached to the regional 
videotex centers (Fig. 3). 

These IBM series/I computers control a group 
of approximately 115 ports and lines and handle 
user procedures including logon/ logoff , statistics, 
accou.nting, etc. The so-called regional database 
computers (second level) - also IBM series/ I 
models - are responsible for the management and 
control of all regional videotex user service com
puters and the storage of all data needed (also 
information pages) in a virtual mode for the work 
of these user service computers. The regional 
videotex database and the central database work 
together on the principle of virtual storage, i.e., the 
information that is accessed most frequently by 
the users of a given regional center is downloaded 
into the regional database and stored there tem
porarily for further access. The master database of 
the videotex network resides in the central data
base, and all updates are performed there. In this 
sense there is not only a hierarchy between the 
different levels of computers in the videotex net
work, but also in the databases. As mentioned 

above, when a videotex user searches for informa
tion, segments of the "master database" are copied 
to the database of the requesting videotex center 
and stay there until the regional database is filled 
up with information segment copies; if a user 
request is then made for a "new" segment of the 
"master database", the least used segment is over
written. 

When a videotex page has been deleted or 
updated by an information provider in the "mas
ter database", the videotex control center sends a 
message to all regional videotex centers to delete 
the page from the regional database, should a copy 
of it be there. If a new user request for such a page 
comes along, then the appropriate updated seg
ment will be downloaded into the regional data
base. 

When access to an external computer is re
quested (through the gateway!), as shown in Fig. 3, 
the videotex user service computer that is taking 
care of the requesting user establishes connection 
to the external computer in question directly 
through the national PTT packet switching net
work DATEX-P. The regional database computer 
does not get involved in these kinds of "conversa
tion" in the sense that pages requested from the 
external computer would be stored temporarily on 
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its own regional database. (Since the "gateway 
concept" is one of the most important in the 
videotex concept, we devote the whole next chapter 
to it.) 

The IBM distributed network concept discussed 
above is typical of many possible others. In other 
countries, e.g., in the UK, the Prestel network has 
a different topology and philosophy. For example, 
the "master database" is fully transferred and 
stored in all regional databases, whereas the 
planned Prestel PANDA network already shows 
certain similarities with the West German concept. 
More about these and other networks concepts can 
be found in refs. (11] and [ 13]. 

1.3. The Video/ex Gateway 

The philosophy of the videotex gateway to third 
party computers and especially to third party 
databases was developed and put into operation 
first by the German Bundespost in 1981. This new 
facility basically allows and supports in a trans
parent way two-way interaction between a video
tex terminal and a private business computer sys
tem through the national PTT videotex and data 
networks. The West German Bildschirmtext gate
way provides a packet switching interface to the 
DA TEX-P PTT network and through that to the 
information providers' own computer. The chief 
advantage of this architecture is that the videotex 
- DATEX-P network carries all orders, reserva
tions, calculations, etc., entered at any videotex 
terminal directly into the company's own com
puter. It is possible, for example, to call up a bank 
computer from a home videotex terminal , to inter
rogate the computer to find out the state of an 
account, perform simple calculations, such as ex
change of currency and then to instruct the bank 
to carry out certain transactions, such as sending 
the calculated foreign currency to another bank 
account. 

The early use of the gateway brought other 
advantages with it, such as security: information 
providers have complete control over who can and 
should access their information, over the data stor
age facilities and mode, etc., and all this at their 
own location. An additional advantage is that 
locally stored data is considerably more conveni
ent to update. 

Another very important advantage and con
venience of the gateway is shown in the above 
example: through the gateway ordinary videotex 

users are able to access services such as time-shar
ing type calculations, may access a more sophisti
cated database manamagement system and data
base and so on : capabilities and possibilities well 
beyond standard videotex services. If one takes 
into consideration - as has been shown in many 
papers (2,3, 7], that in videotex services numerical 
keypads have only limited value, and for the full 
spectrum of videotex applications a full al
phanumerical keyboard is needed, it becomes 
rather obvious that with the realization of the 
gateway concept we have taken a step towards the 
philosophy of more sophisticated packet switched 
computer networks and their typical applications. 

In this connection a further advantage is that 
the more sophisticated services offered by the third 
party computers linked to the gateway do not put 
too much burden on the videotex network itself 
and especially on the videotex database com
puters. This phenomenon goes exactly in the direc
tion of what is called distributed processing. The 
notion of distributed processing and distributed 
intelligence in videotex systems moves also in the 
other direction : towards more local processing and 
intelligence at the user's side in the form of intelli
gent videotex decoders, such as MUPID (7,8]. In 
general, the success of future videotex systems will 
much depend on the ability to balance the propor
tion of distributed processing and intelligence on 
both sides, so that the maximum number of user 
services is provided at minimum costs and in the 
most convenient way. 

The main significance of the "gateway" to third 
party computers lies in its capability to allow a 
direct dialogue between users and the information 
provider's inhouse computer. If the nature of the 
dialogue is such that quick response is required by 
the user, and the number of messages between a 
user and the computer is high or unpredictable, 
only then can we talk about a "real" type of 
interaction between a videotex user and a third 
party computer. If, however, the number of mes
sages between a user and the computer per user 
session, per transaction is low, and no instant 
response is required, for most transactions a type 
of "conversation protocol" can be defined and 
introduced, which would perform all interactions 
by means of a good functioning videotex message 
service instead of using a real interactive gateway. 
Let us call this "protocol" type of interaction 
between videotex user and third party computers. 
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1.3.1. "Real" Interactive Access to Third Party 
Computers 

A typical example of a "real" type of interac
tive access is the videotex service of the depart
ment store Quelle in the FRG. The Quelle com
puter - equipped with appropriate hardware and 
software - is linked through the DATEX-P net
work and the gateway to the national videotex 
trials in Diisseldorf and Berlin. Customers of 
Quelle establish direct dialogues with the Quelle 
computer through videotex. Users examine the 
Quelle sales catalog (displayed as information 
pages), select items of their choice, confirm that 
the selected items are in stock and then order 
them. In return the computer sends confirmation 
of the orders. In banking, similar types of transac
tions are typical: users may get information about 
the status of their bank account, they may perform 
money transactions, and they can carry out simple 
calculations such as currency exchange or mort
gage calculations. 

In addition to these applications - as we have 
pointed out in other studies [7, 10] - a number of 
new applications can be imagined requiring real 
interactive access to a third party computer. Such 
an application would be, for example, telecomput
ing on a third party time sharing computer or 
teleplaying, telegambling, or educational appli
cations, travel reservation etc. All in all "real" 
interactive access is needed, where the conversa
tion between user and computer has to be instan
taneous and in real time, such as in travel reserva
tions, or in conversations where the nature of the 
interacti9n between user and system is not uni
form but more complex, such as in telecomputing. 
In a majority of other cases - as we will explain in 
what follows - if a well-functioning videotex mes
sage service and predefined" interaction protocols" 
are applied, a "real interactive" gateway between 
the videotex network to the third party computer 
is not needed. 

1.3.2. "Protocol-Type" Interactive Access to Third 
Party Computers 

The above examples of the use of the videotex 
gateway for accessing the Quelle computer for 
teleshopping purposes could also be done in a 
different way. 

The Quelle sales catalog in videotex format is 
loaded on the PTT videotex master database, users 
make their choice of items, and order them by 

using the "standard" videotex service. After mak
ing his selections, the customer sends an ap
propriate response frame or message frame over 
videotex; let us say to the department store Quelle's 
videotex mailbox. Quelle does not process the 
incoming transactions instantaneously, real time, 
but as soon as reasonable and sends a message 
back to the user's mailbox either with the con
firmation that the ordered item is in the mail or to 
say the item is out of stock, etc. On making his 
next connection to the system, the user finds the 
message in his videotex mailbox. 

This approach has obviously a minor disad
vantage that the response of the department store 
does not come instantaneously, thus removing the 
possibility of making an immediate alternative 
selection. However, Quelle might have put up a list 
of all items out of stock on the central videotex 
computer as well and "hidden teleprogram" [6-8] 
would have instantaneously informed the user, 
allowing him an alternate selection. 

The advantages of the method - however - are, 
first , that the user does not need to wait long 
(especially if the system is overloaded) for the 
gateway and the network when communicating 
with the third party computer and, second, the 
third party computer does not have to bother 
about its possible overload by simultaneous users' 
requests, since the processing of the requests can 
be done serially, practically in "batch" regime. 

In another typical application - telebanking -
basically the following services are performed : 
(i) banking transactions 
(ii) information about bank services and status of 

own account 
(iii) currency exchange calculations 
(iv) mortgage and credit calculations. 
These application categories are realized, for ex
ample, in the present videotex trial in the FRG, 
with the help of a gateway to a third party com
puter. The last two categories could alternatively 
be easily done by putting up more information 
frames and tables on the system. This would cer
tainly be a feasible solution but not a nice and 
user friendly one. A much better alternative is to 
use an intelligent videotex decoder, to download 
the currency exchange calculation program needed. 
This in turn would automatically look up during 
program execution the needed currency exchange 
rates from the videotex currency exchange infor
mation page. Another major advantage of this 
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technique is that it not only requires no interactive 
gateway in the system, but also is not disturbed by 
third party system overloads. In the FRG, for 
example, shortly after a major bank's computer 
was linked to the videotex trial, the currency ex
change calculation service had to be stopped from 
time to time, since simultaneous user requests for 
this service (most of them certainly from users 
"playing" with this new gadget) overburdened the 
bank computer to the extent that no other services 
- such as banking transactions - could be per
formed. 

Banking transactions - either from the con
sumer to the bank or vice versa - could be done 
through the videotex message service equally well. 
As with the previous teleshopping application, both 
transaction and confirmation would be "sequen
tial" and not instantaneous, although this would 
not be disturbing to the user. 

Information about general bank services could 
be put - as is usually the case - onto the "stan
dard" videotex database. 

Information about the status of the customer's 
own account could be provided in different ways, 
which also do not require an interactive videotex 
gateway. 

First, the bank could send "messages" about 
the status of the customers' bank account at prede
fined time intervals through the videotex message 
service. Second, the bank could set up for each 
customer a "Closed User Group" separately that 
would allow only him to access it. Third, all 
customers' account information could be put on 
"standard" videotex pages, openly accessible, if it 
was encoded, for example, according to a public 
key system. In this manner the necessary decryp
tion software could be downloaded in an intelli
gent videotex decoder such as MUPID [8], and by 
means of the secret decoding key decrypted by the 
customer. 

All in all, including the above cases, no truly 
interactive gateway to a third party computer is 
really needed in a videotex system. 

What is needed is either an intelligent videotex 
decoder to collect, execute, and reply to incoming 
requests in the form of videotex messages in a 
stand-alone way, or a "not real time" gateway 
with buffering capabilities, which acts as a mail
box between the videotex system and the third 
party computer. Luckily - as described in ref. 8 -
this function can be easily solved by the same 

intelligent videotex decoder. In this manner, from 
the videotex network point of view, the gateway 
looks just as any ordinary videotex user or infor
mation provider terminal , but it acts for the third 
party computer as a kind of front-end towards the 
videotex system. 

Supposing an information provider and owner 
of a third party computer wants to process his 
incoming videotex requests three times a day, such 
an intelligent videotex decoder, with a built in and 
preprogrammed timer would automatically estab
lish connection to the videotex system as an 
ordinary user, it would collect from its videotex 
mailbox all piled up messages, store them locally 
for further processing by the third party computer 
in the next processing cycle, and distribute the 
reply messages into the mailboxes of users whose 
requests have been processed by the third party 
computer in the previous cycle. 

1.4. Updating of Information 

Last but not least some aspects of updating 
information in videotex networks should be men
tioned. Updating information of the videotex mas
ter database can be done either in interactive or 
batch mode; it can also be done either in an online 
or an offline regime. We describe here this second 
classification: 

1.4.l. Off-Line Update 
The off-line update of information is a kind of 
so-called "bulk-update" of larger information 
quantities at the user's site. 
1) In this manner new information updates are 

generated on the user's own computer and put 
on magnetic tape in a predefined format. The 
tape is then sent to the central videotex data
base computer and is fed into the system by the 
videotex operator in a batch regime for update. 

2) The second way of updating information in an 
"offline" regime is by means of an editing 
terminal or by using an intelligent videotex 
decoder [8]. In this form the videotex network 
provides for direct connection between the in
formation provider's terminal and the videotex 
master database center. In some of the present 
systems this update is relatively slow; in recent 
videotex networking plans, such as for Austria, 
2400 baud links are recommended. Whereby 
new information updates are generated on the 
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user's own terminal in an "offline" regime and 
the edited pages are transmitted in a "bulk 
mode" over telephone lines to the videotex 
center. 

1.4.2. On-Line Update 
In videotex systems - such as in the West German 
IBM videotex concept - there is also an option to 
use the DA TEX-P packet switching network be
tween the external information provider's com
puter and the videotex master database (Figure 2). 
In this way the inconvenient and slow physical 
transport of the tape can be avoided and the 
master database can be bulk-updated without man
ual interaction by the videotex service operator. 

2. Linkage of Inhouse and Public Videotex Sys
tems 

In addition to (trials involving) public videotex 
systems, many versions of inhouse videotex sys
tems are available and in use worldwide [ l , 11 ]. In 
a way this is somewhat surprising since such sys
tems are really nothing more than very simple
minded time sharing terminal systems with rather 
clumsy terminals. In particular, a Prestel-type 
terminal is definitely less convenient to use than 
an average computer terminal. The reason for this 
is more conceptual than economical. 

The (modest) success of such terminals and 
inhouse videotex systems can be traced, it appears, 
to the following facts: 
(i) The color component seems to be a big attrac

tion to the naive user; 
(ii) The simple numeric-key pad is not seen as a 

severe drawback at the time of acquisition but 
is (and we believe wrongly) seen as a guaran
tee for simple use. After all, if there are only 
12 keys for control, surely the system must be 
easy to use, goes the argument. As we have 
claimed elsewhere [2,3] such arguments are 
fallacious, numeric keypads having (maybe) a 
fleeting positive effect psychologically, but 
nothing but drawbacks, otherwise. 

(iii) Videotex terminals are comparable in price 
with ordinary black and white computer 
terminals; many of them are also usable as 
TV receivers. (Indeed it has been speculated 
that videotex terminals are partially a success 
due to the fact that they allow the tax-deduct-

ible acquisition of color TV sets.) 
(iv) Inhouse videotex systems (hardware and 

software) are offered for attractive 
package-prices, and the low pricing is sup
ported by the fact that videotex software is 
much less sophisticated, and hence cheaper 
than software encountered in other informa
tion systems. 

Overall there ate some reasonable but not com
pelling reasons for setting up an inhouse Videotex 
system. It is our contention in this section, and 
one of the main claims of this paper, that inhouse 
videotex systems gain much in attractivity by con
ceiving them as "front-ends" of a public videotex 
system. Indeed we belive much of the potential 
success of public videotex systems may hinge on 
the successful marriage with inhouse systems. 

In the following section we first present our 
concept of an inhouse videotex system with a 
"transparent link" to public videotex. We then 
explain the sizable benefits of such a combination 
and point out how the "dreaded" copying of infor
mation can be turned into a useful and desirable 
feature. 

2.1. Inhouse Videotex Systems with a Transparent 
link to Public Video/ex 

In the following we consider what we will call 
an inhouse intelligent ("IIVTX", for short) video
tex system: 
(i) Its terminals are intelligent terminals in the 

sense of [4- 6] such as the terminal MUPID 
[7,8], i.e., the terminals have an alphanumeric 
keyboard, offer various aids for searching, 
allow for the local storage of information, the 
creation and execution of, for example, basic 
programs and thus the use of telesoftware 
[9,10]. 

(ii) The frame access structure in the IIVTX sys
tem is identical to the one in the public 
videotex system. For example, if the public 
Videotex system is Prestel like, then the access 
structure in the IIVTX is also a tree structure 
with numeric page labels. 

(iii) The page labels in the IIVTX can be recog
nized as belonging to the inhouse system, 
rather than being labels of frames in the 
public system (e.g. because completely differ
ent sets of labels are used) . 

(iv) The IIVTX is connected via a permanent data 
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link, or a data link dialed up when needed, to 
the public videotex system. Any frame request 
or the like not satisfiable in the IIVTX is 
routed to the public videotex system. The 
IIVTX has, thus, a "transparent link" to the 
public videotex system: the IIVTX handles all 
requests it is able to, and passes all others on 
to the public system. The user should not 
really be aware of this: his requests are 
promptly answered, he should not care how. 

The advantage of using an IIVTX over using a 
stand-alone inhouse videotex system are obvious: 
the transaction capability of a large videotex net
work becomes available [3] and large amounts of 
public information. The advantages of using and 
IIVTX instead of just using a public videotex 
system are at least fourfold: 
(1) Cost 
(2) Privacy/ data security 
(3) Speed 
( 4) Decentralization. 
We will discuss now each of the above points at 
some length. 

2.1.l. Cost 
When using public videotex services there are 

essentially five cost components : (i) the terminal, 
(ii) the modem, (iii) telephone connect charges, (iv) 
page charges, and (v) videotex subscription charge. 

The five categories mentioned vary from coun
try to country and depend on a number of factors . 
For instance, neither the FRG nor Austria have 
any subscription charge, nor do they levy any 
connection charges beyond telephone charges. In 
contrast, in the UK both connect and substantial 
subscription charges (US$ 60 per month) are col
lected. On the other hand, modems can be 
purchased in the UK, but have to be rented from 
the PTT in the FRG and Austria (for rather 
different monthly charges: US$ 3 in the FRG, 
US$ 15 in Austria). Similar discrepancies can be 
noticed in the other categories. All these dis
crepancies and different pricing policies are due to 
the fact that videotex systems of today are gener
ally subsidized by governments. In addition, 
equipment prices are supposed to reduce signifi
cantly in the near future, and the question of how 
to split the cost of operating a videotex system 
between the systems operator (who often, as PTT, 
supposedly will obtain additional revenue by the 
increased usage of its telephone network), the in-

formation providers (who could pass on costs to 
users, if they wished, via page charges), and the 
user, is still open. 

To be able to present arguments based on con
crete figures we will focus on the situation in 
Austria. The choice of Austria is not just moti
vated by the authors' affiliation but by three facts: 
(a) Austria had decided to use intelligent videotex 

terminals, a decision likely to be taken sooner 
or later in most countries and likely to in
fluence the development of videotex signifi
cantly [6,7,8]; 

(b) Neither terminal nor modem prices are signifi
cantly subsidized but reflect commercial reali
ties; 

(c) The fact that videotex is accessible all over 
Austria for only local phone charges (US$ 1.8 
per hour) assures a strong communicative 
aspect of videotex, as we believe it indeed 
should. 

In Austria, the five cost categories mentioned 
above are as follows: an intelligent terminal (using 
existing TV sets) can be rented from the PTT 
including a modem for about US$ 17 per month. 
Telephone connect charges for videotex are US$ 
1.8 per hour, country-wide. There are no connect 
and no subscription charges and very few pages 
with page charges. For an IIVTX, intelligent 
terminals (MUPID, see [6-8]) can be obtained 
(including color TV sets) for about US$ 1000 per 
unit. 

Let us now assume a scenario in which videotex 
is used in a company for many activities including 
country-wide messaging, teleconferencing, inhouse 
communication, project documentation, etc. In 
such a case a daily usage of two hours per terminal 
is not unrealistic. By using an IIVTX with a trans
parent link to the public videotex system, only 
some 20% of this will be using telephone links, the 
rest will be inhouse traffic. 

Under the above assumptions a rough cost
comparison obtained for Austria is shown in Table 
I. This Table shows that an IIVTX with a trans
parent link to a public videotex system compares 
well from a cost point of view with the situation 
when only public videotex system is used ; the cost 
of IIVTX is smaller than the costs for telephone 
line usage if only public videotex is used. 

If this is added to other favorable aspects to be 
discussed below it becomes clear than an IIVTX 
with a transparent link is a highly attractive alter-
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Table 1 

Public VTX IIVTX with transparent 
system link to publication VTX 

Terminal 1) 
(without TV) 12 
Modem 2) 

12 
TV 8 
Telephone 3) 
line 72 15 
IIVTX 2) 4) 

45 
Total costs 
(per month 
in US$) 100 80 

1) The terminal is more expensive in this case, since the 
centralized distribution system of the PTf cannot be used. 

2) This equipment is not necessary in this case. 
3) 15~20% of72 
4) Based on the assumption of some 50 useres of a US$ 

100000 videotex system. 

native. Some PTis, however, are quite reluctant to 
permit IIVTX's with transparent links, fearful of 
reduced usage of their own videotex system. We 
would like to state our belief that such fears are 
ill-founded: videotex for inhouse communication 
and other purely inhouse purposes will not be a 
success without the availability of IIVTX's with 
transparent links. Hence, supporting the idea of 
IIVTX's with transparent link will help the rapid 
penetration of videotex on the whole and in this 
fashion will benefit the PTI as the operator of the 
telephone system. We turn now to the other aspects 
of IIVTX's with transparent links. 

2. 1.2. Privacy/ Data Security 
Videotex will be most successful it if can be 

used for a very wide range of applications. No 
matter what safeguards are provided by public 
videotex operators (from the system itself or 
through cryptographic measures) institutions will 
be reluctant to store sensitive information (i.e. , 
material of potential help for a competitor) in a 
public videotex system. They will not (and proba
bly are ill-adviced if they did) believe any as
surance of guaranteed privacy and secrecy. Thus, 
sensitive information is kept, and will continue to 
be kept - for vulnerability reasons - in inhouse 

information systems. If such systems (e.g., IIVTX's) 
have no transparent link to public videotex, the 
universality of the videotex system - as a single 
unit - with more or Jess automatic routing to 
whatever service is desired is endangered and the 
penetration of videotex in general could be slowed 
considerably. 

2.1.3. Speed 
For many situations the speed of public video

tex is irritatingly slow: the dial-up procedure takes 
some 60 seconds (if one is lucky enough to get 
through to the videotex computer the first time 
around), the loggin-in (designed to handle, after all 
hundreds of thousands of users at some stage) is 
complicated. Then, after Jogging in, ending on 
page 0 of the public system might be Jess conveni
ent than to be routed directly to some company 
specific index. In addition, the transmission rates 
via the telephone lines that are currently in use are 
painfully slow (see [6]), in particular when tele
software is loaded or worse, generated [6,9], neces
sitating waiting times, slow build-up of graphical 
frames, etc. 

All of these inconveniencies disappear when an 
IIVTX with a transparent link is used: logging in 
on an IIVTX might be done with a short code, no 
waiting for the dialing up of a phone number is 
necessary in most instances *, the user may be 
guided to a company specific index directly, and 
data transmission between the user terminal and 
the IIVTX may be carried out at high baud rates 
on local lines. 

2.1.4. Decentralization 
The idea of an IIVTX with a transparent link to 

public videotex is also attractive from an overall 
system point of view: a videotex user has an 
intelligent videotex terminal with some decentral
ized processing and storage. Local applications 
like inhouse communication, printing a page edited 
on the videotex terminal, looking up some com
pany statutes, etc. are all done in the IIVTX. 
Cross-country communications, searching vast 
public databanks, etc. are done via the public 

• Even if the IIVTX has no permanent link to public videotex, 
but just a dial-up phone link, and even if communication 
with the public videotex is desired, the user sometimes does 
not have to wait for the dialing: e.g. , when he needs to send a 
message, the IIVTX may transfer that message to the public 
videotex after the user has already logged-out of the IIVTX. 
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system. A nicely layered system, each component 
performing those tasks it is best suited for is thus 
provided. Some fascinating combinations seem 
feasible, extending the ideas of chapter 2.2. Just as 
an example, assume that a user with a videotex 
terminal A wants to run a program P written in a 
language X not available on A or on the IIVTX 
computer C. P might be sent - via the public 
videotex system - to some third party computer 
where a compiler translated P into a machine-code 
for C (!). Now the translated program can be 
executed on the IIVTX computer C, and the re
sults passed on to A. 

Sophisticated cross-compilers available on third 
party computers may help much, by using video
tex and IIVTX's with transparent links, to over
come frequently encountered compatibility prob
lems. 

2.2. Local Storage and Updating of Large Volumes 
of Data 

IIVTX's are supposedly used mainly to store 
local information, for inhouse communication, for 
"concentrating" videotex users to obviate the need 
for a separate modem and phone line for each 
user. But IIVTX's will supposedly route most other 
requests to the public videotex system. 

However, it is clear that IIVTX could also be 
used to retrieve and store the most often used 
frames from the public system just once and hold 
them for arbitrary frequent inhouse retrieval in the 
IIVTX, each page thus only being charged once! 

This possibility is certainly "dreaded" by all 
information providers. We feel that it might in
fluence pricing policy for pages in public videotex 
but that it is much less of a problem than one 
would think on first glance if:: 

(a) the transport of data via videotex (as in case 
of Austrian local phone-connect charges country
wide) is somewhat less expensive than via other 
data channels and if: 

(b) page charges either do not exceed some 
US$ 0.01 or else must be especially "protected" 
(see below). 

We would like to elaborate our claims in some 
detail. Suppose a frame available in public video
tex has a charge of US$ 0.01 • and a company -

* Note that a typical newspaper whose ~ideotex edition 
would have to have 100 frames to match some ordinary 
newspaper pages would already amount to US$ I. 

knowing that this frame will be of interest com
pany wide - decides to downland it into an IIVTX. 
Clearly, all people directly hooked up to that 
IIVTX will now be able to retrieve that page 
without any further charges. Note however, that 
this number will be reasonably limited. Only by 
copying the frame via some data link into other 
IIVTX's of the company (e.g. using the public 
videotex system) or by retrieving it via some data 
link (e.g. packet-switching) from the first IIVTX, 
would access become widespread. However, the 
copying of one frame via public videotex from one 
JJVTX to another requires about 15 seconds of a 
phone line (as minimum) amounting to approxi
mately US$ 0.01 ••. Thus, it is more convenient 
and not more expensive if all other JIVTX's retri
eve the same frame directly from the public video
tex system. The access of a single huge IIVTX 
owned by a company via other data networks does 
not bring a net gain by a similar calculation. 

Hence, problems only arise with frames with 
high charges. It may well be that frames with 
much higher charges will turn out to be quite rare. 
Even for telesoftware US$ 0.01 may be quite suffi
cient [9] : a telesoftware-game of moderate length 
(say JO frames) would already net US$ 0.1 and, if 
reasonably popular, will make a considerable 
amount of money even if the number of videotex 
users is still moderate • * •. 

Still, even the protection of frames with high 
page charges is possible (even if copyright laws 
cannot be applied) by either putting them into 
CUGs or by combining them with a piece of 
telesoftware (assuming an intelligent videotex de
coder such as MUPID [6,7,8] is available). Typi
cally, the information at issue will be encrypted 
(scrambled) and will only be decrypted by the 
telesoftware when the actual time the program is 
retrieved (which is stored into the program at the 
time of retrieval in a spot of the information 
unknown to the user) matches (up to a few sec
onds) with the current system's time • . 

•• All calculations are based on Austrian rates as explained 
earlier. 

•• • After all, 20000 users - as in the UK - playing such a 
game just once a month on the average yields already US$ 
2000 per month. 

* As simple as such measures are, they require much work 
even for knowledgeable users to overcome them. A number 
of such measures are taken to protect the telesoftware in 
Austria's videotex system [6]. 
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The above considerations show that informa
tion providers of public videotex systems need not 
be concerned about losing most of their revenue if 
pages are copied into IIVTX's: if page charges are 
below US$ 0.01 copying will always be only for a 
comparatively small group of users, and if page 
charge are high, protective measures are possible. 

We believe that information from public video
tex will indeed be copied into IIVTX's to some 
extent, mainly for reasons of speed rather than for 
reasons of cost. There are two likely approaches 
that we feel might well be used together. 

The first approach is to keep a pool of frames 
(potentially as many as still fit into space not 
otherwise used on the IIVTX's disc or other exter
nal storage device) with a "frequency count": ev
ery time a frame is requested from public videotex 
not in that pool, that frame replaces the frame 
with lowest frequency-count •• and is given some 
initial frequency count; every time a frame of the 
pool is requested its frequency is increased; the 
frequency-count of all frames is decreased at cer
tain intervals (e.g., once a day) by a certain amount 
(to ensure that frames that have been requested 

often at some stage but have not obtained much 
attention later on will finally be removed again); 
finally, if space is required on the IIVTX's disc the 
pool of frames is reduced by deleting frames with 
the lowest frequency counts. Observe that special 
measures have to be taken that frames whose 
conten.ts have changed in the public videotex sys
tem are not available in their obsolete form in the 
IIVTX, otherwise the whole concept can fail. 

We find it conceivable that information pro
viders will cater for the needs of IIVTX's by 
actually providing special frames (maybe with page 
charges) listing those frames that have changed, or 
by even sending messages informing about changes 
to all those IIVTX's who have subscribed (for 
some fee) to that service. Thus, we do not see the 
IIVTX's as something endangering public videotex 
or the revenues of information providers but rather 
as large potential customers. 

This brings us to the second approach of stor
ing parts of the public videotex frames in a IIVTX. 
For special user groups it may be of interest to 
copy the full information program of some infor
mation provider into an IIVTX (tables of ex-

•• Observe the analogy to the videotex network concept of 
IBM mentioned in chapter 1. 

change rates; train schedules; offers for tenders, 
etc.). Again this will and should not be in conflict 
with the information providers' interests. By 
charging a small amount for each frame, once-only 
retrieval of all pages might well create more reve
nue than the frequent retrieval of only some of the 
pages. Despite this potential increase in cost the 
user of an IIVTX might well prefer such an ap
proach to avoid the dial-up and other incon
veniencies -.vhen looking up a single item of often 
necessary information. By offering an update 
service as described above the local storage of 
some information will still be more attractive. 

2.3. Flexible, Convenient, and Cheap Realizations of 
"Countrywide Private Network" Through Public 
Videotex Systems 

Often when there is a demal}d for an inhouse 
videotex system a star-shaped inhouse videotex 
system does not prove to be sufficient in the long 
run. Imagine a nationwide bank, a transport com
pany or a factory deciding to run an inhouse 
information and transaction system. If one central 
videotex center is used, then the telecommunica
tion component of such a system has to be more 
developed, requiring expensive telecommunication 
channels and equipment. In addition most of the 
information transmission is in fact unnecessary if, 
for example, local information is stored and retri
eved or local transactions are performed. For such 
cases ideally interconnected local inhouse intelli
gent videotex system (IIVTX) should be applied 
and linked together in order to reach nationwide 
coverage. Ideally this could be done through the 
public videotex system. In such a manner the 
bank, company, organization, etc. could become a 
CUG of the national videotex system, but each or 
some members of the CUGs would be IIVTX 
systems. Here the inhouse videotex systems would 
take advantage of the sophisticated computer net
working aspect of a national system. 

3. Summary 

Summarizing, we feel strongly that "integrat
ing" inhouse videotex systems as IIVTX's into 
public videotex system is an important task to be 
undertaken. Such integration will not be detrimen
tal to public videotex systems (as is sometimes 
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feared unjustifiably) but will rather stimulate 
videotex penetration as a whole. We are convinced 
that nothing would hurt and possibly endanger 
videotex more than the emergence of rival and 
non-cooperating videotex systems on various levels. 
Only the integration of the various types of video
tex will provide the user the convenient access he 
can have and he should have. Only if such con
venient access is available will videotex be a 
success. And then and only then will the videotex 
operators and information providers have a profit
able undertaking. 
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